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Pink Noise Professionals Added as a New Distributor 

for Clockaudio in India 

September 1, 2019 – Waterlooville, Hampshire, United Kingdom – Clockaudio, a global leader in pro-av 

microphone technologies headquartered in the UK and with offices in North America and Asia has 

partnered with distributor, Pink Noise Professionals to represent and support their products in the 

growing Pro-AV market in India.   

Working with Clockaudio, Pink Noise Professionals will have the opportunity to introduce a variety of 

professional and excellently engineered Pro-AV technologies to an emerging and exciting market that is 

poised for ambitious growth.   

Pink Noise Professionals Pvt. Ltd caters to many industries like corporate, broadcast, live sound, public 
sector, hospitality, studios etc. with the latest and upmarket product range and technology. In each 
range, they strive for equipment of the highest quality to create the best possible solutions. They also 
specialize in marketing & promotions of the brands they represent and keeping the vision and mission of 
their principles intact. 
 
Of their mission, Vijay Sinha, one of the Directors for Pink Noise Professionals says, “Driven by ethical 
policies we create a transparent business structure for our customers, employees and for the protection 
of corporate integrity.  We are delighted to add Clockaudio to our offering.”  
 

Jim Hallington, Managing Director of Clockaudio Ltd., is excited about the new representation in India 

and comments, “We have been looking for the right partner in India, and feel that we have found this 

with the team at Pink Noise Professionals.  Their expertise in providing video conferencing solutions is 

well-known, and we feel fortunate to have found a new  distibutor and voice in this territory for 

Clockaudio.”  

For more information about Clockaudio visit the website at www.clockaudio.com, or for more information 

about Pink Noise Professionals, you can contact them at http://www.pinknoisepro.com. 
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ABOUT CLOCKAUDIO 

For 25 years, Clockaudio has been dedicated to manufacturing innovative pro-audio products.  With 

Corporate Headquarters and Manufacturing located in the United Kingdom and offices located in North 

America (Montreal, Canada) and Asia (Singapore), Clockaudio is led by a talented team of audio 

specialists dedicated to quality, service and innovation.   

On a global level, audio professionals actively seek out and recommend Clockaudio for its reputation as 

a trusted and responsive manufacturer and its customer driven approach to audio solutions.  Central to 

this is the in-house research and development that Clockaudio consistently reinvests in which allows 

clients to explore customized prototypes and develop specific briefs in partnership.   

 

Consultants and contractors alike help to drive Clockaudio’s product development process and 

appreciate the opportunity to be involved in the engineering process and final solution. The ability to 

customize is just one of the many factors which makes Clockaudio clearly different.   For the latest 

information on our new products, news and projects, visit www.Clockaudio.com, follow Clockaudio on 

twitter and like them on Facebook.   
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